
How to Be More Productive Than Others at Work– Unleashed 
 
I was Autistic for most of my jobs up until the age of 47! 
 
I did very good at those jobs as well because just like other Autistics, I didn’t waste time with 

peers talking about office politics but another things I did that I’m not sure if other Autistics did was, I 
tried to add purpose to everything I was doing! 

 
In other words, If I had to walk across a building to do something, instead of just returning after 

that was done, what I call a ‘wasted trip one way’, I would always try to find something quickly that I 
could do on the return trip across the building. 

 
So, I was trying to make very efficient use of my time!  It worked out well because it just became 

a habit. 
 
My last couple of jobs which lasted about 8 years total, I did too good of a job because I eventually 

got fired because my bosses thought I was trying to take their jobs! 
 
I never got much for raises though because I never asked for them! 
 
I thought that if you did good at your job you would get raises and I thought this for about 30 years!  

Since I was Autistic, I avoided talking to people unless I had to. 
 
I was informed by the boss on my last job after I finally asked why I wasn’t getting raises for 

doing a good job and he told me the world didn’t work like that anymore and if I wasn’t a raise, I 
would pretty much have to beg for it! 

Yes, I was very naïve to think that companies still had good ethics, at least the ones I worked for! 
 
A little bit after that last boss told me that, I got “Fired from corporate America For Life!”.  I liked 

the sound of that!       
 
I found out something not long after that.  It is almost impossible to get a job in America if you are 

homeless!  And 95% of the time if you can get any kind of help to get back on your feet working, you 
have to participate within the church itself to even get that help.  If you don’t agree with their doctrine, 
you get kicked right back out! 

 
This is their way of indoctrinating you back into the system!  When you become homeless you 

very quickly lose a lot of the indoctrinating ideas your life was built around! 
 
Have a Great Day! 
 
The Truth Has Never Been Clearer - https://truth715870163.wordpress.com/ 
“If you can believe in yourself, 
But focus on helping others, 
Then you have the ability, 
To change the world!”  - Doug Chandler 
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